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Denmark: in pursuit of influence
and legitimacy 

Introduction: a reluctant but serious player

Attitudes to European integration in Denmark are very complex. A major-
ity of the Danish people support economic integration in Europe as long
as it does not affect Danish autonomy too much. Denmark joined the EEC
in 1973 after a referendum in October 1972 where 63.4 per cent of the
Danish people supported membership. The SEA was ratified after 56.2
per cent of the Danish people supported it in a referendum on 27 February
1986. But the Maastricht Treaty was first voted down by a narrow major-
ity of 50.7 per cent on 2 June 1992. By the time it was accepted in a
second referendum on 18 May 1993 by 56.7 per cent of the electorate,
Denmark had secured four exemptions or reservations at the Edinburgh
summit in December 1992.1 One of these dealt with EMU, where
Denmark decided not to take part in the third phase.

The three other reservations dealt with citizenship of the Union, JHA
co-operation and defence policy. Denmark would not join the Western
European Union (WEU) and would take part only in intergovernmental
JHA co-operation. The four areas were those where a deepening of inte-
gration was taking the process closer to the traditional symbols of the
nation state: citizenship, money and defence. The hesitancy of the Danish
public should be contrasted with an economic and political elite that is
much more pro-integration. In 1972, 141 members of the Danish parlia-
ment voted in favour of membership, against 34 ‘no’ votes. In 1992 and
1993 there were quite large majorities in the Parliament as well. The only
exception from the rule was January 1986, when the opposition denied
the Conservative-Liberal government a majority in favour of the SEA.
However, after a referendum a substantial majority did vote for the
Treaty. On 12 May 1992, the Folketing authorised ratification of the
Maastricht Treaty with 130 votes in favour, with only 25 voting against
(23 members were absent and a Faroese member abstained). This meant
support from the Conservative-Liberal minority government at the time,
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as well as the leading opposition parties, the Social Democrats, the Social-
Liberals, the Centre-Democrats and parts of the Christian People’s Party.
Only the right-wing Progress Party and the left-wing Socialist People’s
Party did not support the Treaty. Still, a small majority of the people
rejected it on 2 June 1992. 

After the four Edinburgh exemptions prior to the second referendum,
154 members voted for ratification of the Maastricht Treaty as supple-
mented by the reservations. The Treaty was now supported by the new
government coalition of the Social Democrats, the Social-Liberals, the
Centre-Democrats and the Christian People’s Party as well as the Liberals
and Conservatives, which had in the meantime moved into opposition. An
important difference compared with 1992 was the support from the
Socialist People’s Party, which had been actively involved in finding the
so-called ‘national compromise’, which became the basis for the
Edinburgh exemptions (three MPs from the People’s Socialists voted
against the Treaty in 1993). The Progress Party remained opposed, but the
total of ‘no’ votes was only sixteen (also including one Social-Liberal MP).

The shift in attitude of the Socialist People’s Party in 1993 to the
Maastricht Treaty had been a traumatic event for the Party. In the elec-
tions to the EP in June 1994, its percentage of votes fell to 8.6 from 9.1
per cent in 1989. The People’s Movement against the Union claimed 10.3
per cent, and the slightly more pragmatic EU opponents in the new June
Movement received 15.2 per cent of the votes, taking the total anti-EU
vote to 25.5 per cent, up from the 18.9 percent the People’s Movement got
in 1989.2 The Danish electorate had sent a signal to the politicians. At the
elections to the Folketing in September 1994 a new radical left-wing party
the Red–Green Alliance or the Unity List, entered the Parliament, creating
extra pressure within the Socialist People’s Party (Table 4.1).

The next election to the Folketing took place on 11 March 1998, just
prior to the referendum on the Amsterdam Treaty. In the new Folketing,
the following parties opposed the Amsterdam Treaty: the Socialist
People’s Party, the Danish People’s Party, the Unity List (Red–Green
Alliance) and the Progress Party. The Socialist People’s Party, however,
was split on the issue. The Danish People’s Party was a splinter group
from the Progress Party. The Amsterdam Treaty was accepted by 92 votes
after the third reading in the Parliament (Social Democrats, Liberals,
Conservatives, Centre-Democrats, Social-Liberals and Christian People’s
Party) against 22 votes (Socialist People’s Party, Danish People’s Party,
the Unity List, the Progress Party and one Conservative MP, Frank
Dahlgaard). Four members of the Socialist People’s Party later indicated
that they would have voted for the Treaty, had they been present.3

The referendum result on 28 May 1998 was a ‘yes’ vote of 55.1 per
cent.4 The hesitancy of the Danish public has in many ways made
Denmark a ‘minimalist’ state regarding European integration. Danish EU
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policy is domestically driven. Pro-integration parties fear retribution at
the polls if they become too pro-European. Whereas Denmark’s original
reasons for joining the EEC were based on the interests of Danish agri-
culture and industry, there is now an increasing range of issues where
Denmark actively seeks European solutions, for instance, the environ-
ment, consumer protection, social policy and employment. Since the
beginning of 1993, Denmark has had Social Democratic-led governments
which have actively sought to give the EU a more ‘progressive’ face in the
hope of making the two-level game between the domestic constituents and
the European partners easier. This has also included support for increased
transparency in EU decision-making and support for subsidiarity – or
‘nearness’, as it is usually translated in Danish.

The basic attitudes of the established political parties have not
changed fundamentally in recent years. The Liberal Party and the

94 Member States and the European Union

Table 4.1 Parliamentary representation of Danish parties and groups, 1998

Seats won in the election Folketing election, EP election, Folketing election,
and % of total votes in 11 March 1998 9 June 1994 21 September 1994
Denmark Seats % of Seats % of Seats % of

vote vote vote

Social Democrats 63 36.0 3 15.8 62 34.6
Liberal Party 42 24.0 4 19.0 42 23.3
Conservative Party 16 8.9 3 17.7 27 15.0
Socialist People’s Party 13 7.5 1 8.6 13 7.3
Danish People’s Party 13 7.4 NP –
Centre-Democrats 8 4.3 0 0.9 5 2.8
Social-Liberal Party 7 3.9 1 8.5 8 4.6
Red–Green Alliance 5 2.7 NP 6 3.1
Christian People’s Party 4 2.5 0 1.1 0 1.9
Progress Party 4 2.4 0 2.9 11 6.4
June Movement NP 2 15.2 NP
People’s Movement against NP 2 10.3 NP

the EC Union

Greenlanda 2 2
Faroe Islandsa 2 2

Total number of seats 179 16 179

Notes: NP: did not participate.
aGreenland and the Faroe Islands have home rule and are not members of the European
Union.
Source: Ministry of Foreign Affairs, ‘Political Parties in Denmark’ www.um.dk/english/
danmark/ om_danmark/partier/, and ‘The Referendum in Denmark on 28 May 1998 on
the Ratification of the Amsterdam Treaty’ www.um.dk/english/udenrigspolitik/europa/
vurderinguk/.
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smaller Centre-Democrats remain the strongest pro-integration parties.
The Social Democrats and Social-Liberals are in favour of integration,
but have minority factions that are sceptical. These two parties remain
committed to the four Edinburgh exemptions, for the moment at least,
although leaders of both parties have recently mentioned the possibility
of a referendum about the EMU reservation early in the twenty-first
century. The integration of the Schengen acquis into the Union by the
Amsterdam Treaty is also creating pressures on the JHA exemption, and
the new British attitude to a common European defence policy has
placed pressure on the Danish policy on European defence.

The Conservative Party is also pro-integration, but less so than the
Liberal Party. It is the smaller parties on both the left and the right that
have tried to exploit the public’s scepticism by advocating anti-integra-
tion policies. These smaller parties have sometimes been very successful
in setting the agenda of the Danish EU debate. As we have seen, Social
Democratic-led governments since 1993 have tried to give the Union a
more ‘progressive’ face. A good indication of this were the proposals
made by Denmark during the 1996–97 IGC. There were seven listed,
dealing with employment, environment, openness, consumer protection,
fraud, subsidiarity and national parliaments.5 After the negotiation
finished in Amsterdam in June 1997, the Danish government went
further by stressing the Danish recommendations in the Treaty and
emphasising the Treaty’s preparations for Eastern European enlarge-
ment. It was expected that this could help ‘sell’ the Treaty to the Danish
public.

When the Folketing opened in October 1997, the prime minister said
of the Maastricht referenda: ‘We have learned, and we have listened.
The Danes do not mind being a part of Europe. Europe may also be a
part of Denmark, but only a part. For the government, therefore, it was
decisive to reach a result in Amsterdam, where the Danish people can
recognise the values that society in Denmark is built on. We succeeded,
we succeeded.’6 He went on to give three reasons why the Danes should
vote ‘yes’ for the Treaty: the Amsterdam Treaty was the basis for widen-
ing the Union to include the Central and Eastern European Countries
(CEECs), a precondition for a peaceful Europe; the Amsterdam Treaty
was better than the Maastricht Treaty in respect to the Danish central
values (mærkesager); and in terms of democracy, human rights, better
co-operation regarding the environment and employment. The four
Danish exemptions were intact and secure. He went on to explain
that the Union was an association, but not an association where we
should co-operate about everything: ‘We should co-operate about the
necessary.’7
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The national policy-cycle: complexity at work 

It is recognised that EU legislation increasingly penetrates Danish society.
The government has responded with elaborate co-ordination mechanisms
between the different ministries and agencies, as well as private interests
affected by EU legislation and decisions. Further, the Parliament has tried
to keep a relatively tight control of the EU policies of successive govern-
ments. Both the governmental/administrative and parliamentary
mechanisms changed somewhat after Maastricht, partly in response to the
request for more transparency and partly in response to the expanded
agenda and increased majority voting in the Union. Yet the changes have
not been major.

The general outline of the flow of EU decision-making in Denmark is
given in Figure 4.1. Proposals from the Commission first go through
thirty-one Special Committees with civil servants from the ministries
affected by the proposal.8 At this preparatory stage, interested organisa-
tions are usually heard; often they are directly represented on the Special
Committees themselves. 

The next stage is the high-level EC Committee of Heads of Department
from the ministries most affected by EU matters. This Committee is
chaired by the Head of Department from the ‘Northern’ division of the
Ministry of Foreign Affairs. Many questions are usually settled before this
stage, and if there are still problems they often have to be resolved at the
political level. This happens through the government’s own Foreign Policy
Committee chaired by the Foreign Minister.

Since 1994, the Parliament has had a powerful committee role in
dealing with EU matters, in the form of the European Affairs Committee
(Europaudvalget). It comes at the end of the process, which is true in the
sense that the government seeks a mandate just prior to the final negotia-
tions in the Council. However, the European Affairs Committee is
informed about new Commission proposals earlier, and earlier delibera-
tions in the Committee or discussions in political circles can have affected
the government’s position by the time it seeks a mandate. 

The role of government: towards prime ministerial government 
It is difficult to separate the role of the government from the role of the
administration. The stage at which the responsible minister gets involved
varies from case to case. Formally the Danish position is established
at cabinet level in the Foreign Policy Committee (Regeringens
Udenrigspolitiske Udvalg), which normally meets on Thursdays. It
consists of 12 ministers: the Foreign Minister (chairman), the Prime
Minister, and the Ministers of Economy, Finance, Justice, Environment
and Energy, Labour, Taxation, Transport, Health, Research, and Food,
Agriculture and Fisheries. Other ministers can take part as required.9 This
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Figure 4.1 The national level of European decision-making – Denmark
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committee was formed by merging the government’s Common Market
Committee and Foreign and Security Political Committee. It deals with
the issues of all three pillars of the Union, dividing them into Part I (EC
matters) and Part II (Common Foreign and Security Policy (CFSP) and
JHA matters).10 The group of ministers taking part is smaller for Part II
than Part I matters: the Foreign Minister (chairman), Prime Minister and
Ministers of Economy, Environment and Energy, Development Aid,
Interior, Health and Defence. The Minister of Justice takes part in delib-
erations concerning JHA. 

The positions established by the government’s Foreign Policy
Committee are presented to the Folketing’s European Affairs Committee
on the Friday the week before the Council meets to discuss the issue in
question. If accepted by the European Affairs Committee, the position will
constitute the negotiation mandate for the government in the Council of
Ministers.

Part II issues related to CFSP also go to the Parliament’s Foreign
Affairs Committee, and issues related to JHA co-operation go to the Legal
Affairs Committee. At the administrative level these issues are co-ordi-
nated through the Foreign and Security Political Committee of officials
(Udenrigs- og sikkerhedspolitiske embedsmandsudvalg), not the EC
Committee which deals only with pillar one issues. Thus, there are no
Special Committees dealing with second and third pillar issues as such.
The government emphasises that this is intergovernmental co-operation.
For these issues of ‘high politics’, decision-making is more centralised.
The Minister of Defence also participates in Part II co-ordination.

The Government’s Foreign Policy Committee mainly concentrates on
three types of case. The first concerns concrete cases of great political
importance for Denmark, including specific Danish initiatives. Second, it
discusses cases for the next Council meeting in Brussels. Discussion is
usually limited to cases of a more principled nature or cases where the EC
Committee did not reach an agreed position. Finally, bigger issues or
cross-cutting topics form part of the Foreign Policy Committee’s role. The
aim of the discussion can be to formulate either a general Danish attitude
or general political guidelines.11 Generally, change at the level of central
government can be detected in the increased role of the prime minister.
This is due to a number of factors, such as increased summitry in the
Union, and the Prime Minister’s wish to control matters that are politi-
cally sensitive and can affect the survival of the government. However, the
Foreign Ministry remains the most important co-ordinating body.

In the case of the Amsterdam Treaty negotiations a special mechanism
was established. All interested ministries were represented in the ‘EC
Committee in special session’ (EF-udvalget i særlig samling) at the level of
head of office (kontorchef) and chaired by the Head of the Northern divi-
sion in the Ministry of Foreign Affairs. Above this was the Summit
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Committee (Topmødeudvalget) in which all interested ministries were
represented by the Head of Department (departementschef). The interest-
ing thing was that this committee was chaired by the Head of Department
from the Prime Minister’s Office, which meant a somewhat weakened
position for the Ministry of Foreign Affairs. About half the ministers took
part in the government’s own Summit Committee (Regeringens
topmødeudvalg).12 All in all this meant a broader involvement compared
with the 1991 IGC. The purpose was to capture as many of the domestic
implications as possible and avoid the problems of Maastricht Treaty rati-
fication. Prime Minister Poul Nyrup Rasmussen’s personal interest might
also help explain the greater involvement by the Prime Minister and his
Office.13

The government’s interest in this is clear. It wants to control the polit-
ically sensitive aspects of the decision-making process. Since even
technical details, such as which food additives are allowed or prohibited,
can become political issues, getting input from experts and affected inter-
ests is important. The administrative system of co-ordination, which will
be described in greater detail later, has been set up to include these rele-
vant inputs. At the same time, the system is fairly centralised through the
Foreign Ministry to ensure that Denmark gets as much influence in
Brussels as possible. So there are both consensus and efficiency consider-
ations behind the organisational set-up.

The role of parliament: towards transparency 
Since the very beginning of Danish membership of the EC in 1973 the
Folketing has exercised more control over European policy than any other
national parliament in the EC/EU.14 A Market Relations Committee
(markedsudvalg) was established in 1972. From the spring of 1973 a
system developed which in reality included the issuing of binding
mandates to ministers negotiating within the Council of Ministers. The
original name of the committee corresponded to the original concept of
integration in Denmark. Integration was seen as a relatively limited
economic matter. As mentioned earlier, in 1994 the committee changed its
name to the European Affairs Committee (Europaudvalget) which, espe-
cially after the entry into force of the Maastricht Treaty, seems more
appropriate. After the entry into force of the Maastricht Treaty the
government has continued to seek a mandate for important matters falling
under the EU’s first pillar. For CFSP matters the government informs the
European Affairs Committee, but the Parliament’s Foreign Affairs
Committee is also told about these matters. Similarly, JHA matters are
dealt with both by the European Affairs Committee and the Legal Affairs
Committee of the Parliament. Whenever a mandate for negotiation is
needed, however, it has to be given by the European Affairs Committee.15

The European Affairs Committee has extensive access to EC docu-
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ments. Documents that touch on the security of other Member States can
be read in the office of the Chairman of the Committee. For this reason
members have to accept an obligation of secrecy. The government has the
obligation to keep members informed about current proposals for EC
legislation; the Committee can request a written orientation from the
government about the negotiation situation related to any issue and it can
request a meeting with the competent minister at any time.16 The
European Affairs Committee has seventeen members chosen proportion-
ally among the parties represented in the Folketing. Politically the
Committee thus mirrors the Chamber. The Committee normally meets on
Fridays; ministers will appear before the Committee and present their
proposals verbally. ‘If there is no majority against the mandate, the
Government negotiates on this basis.’17 Since 1973 the practice has devel-
oped that the chairperson counts the votes of the parties represented by
the members of the European Affairs Committee. It takes 90 votes or
more against to refuse a mandate for negotiation – i.e. more than half of
the 179 members of the Folketing.

Usually between two and four ministers attend a meeting, each going
through 10–20 points, including proposals on the agenda of the Council
meetings in Brussels for the following week. Ministers are accompanied
by civil servants. The Prime Minister’s Office and the Foreign Ministry
have civil servants permanently present.18 Apart from presenting the
negotiation positions the government also informs the European Affairs
Committee about proposals under consideration. It is usually only during
the last part of the legislative process in the Union that the government
presents a negotiation position. By starting the discussion earlier in the
European Affairs Committee the government can try to be sure that it
knows the feelings and attitudes of the parliamentarians. By the time
a negotiation position is put forward it is accepted in more than 90 per
cent of the cases, more so under majority governments than minority
governments.19

However, as outlined in an information brochure produced by the
Secretariat of the European Affairs Committee, ‘it does not happen infre-
quently that the Government changes its original mandate for negotiation
during the talks with the Committee – or at least adapts it to meet the
points of view which are likely to attract a majority in the Committee’.20

The same text goes on to say that ‘the Danish civil servants who take part
in the negotiations at an early stage – often before the Commission
submits its proposal – take into consideration the fact that the
Government shall at a given hour have the result approved by the politi-
cal forum constituted by the European Affairs Committee’.21 In other
words, anticipated reactions are important in the policy-making process.
Civil servants have developed a keen feeling for the interests of their polit-
ical superiors.
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It should be mentioned that the European Affairs Committee receives
deputations, as do other standing committees of the Folketing. This gives
interest organisations an additional point of access to the policy-making
system. The ‘no’ vote in the Danish referendum on the Maastricht Treaty
in June 1992 led to a discussion about transparency in the Union. This
discussion also affected the Danish system to some extent. In March 1993
it was decided to have a press briefing after each meeting of the
Committee. At this briefing the Chairman of the Committee informs the
press about the cases where the government has had its negotiation posi-
tion accepted, and normally also gives the main lines of that position.
Information is also given about the cases where there is a majority against
the government position. The briefing also includes information about the
position taken by the political parties whose representatives can partici-
pate in the press meeting and explain their positions. In cases where there
is a decision about secrecy the Chairman will simply state that the govern-
ment has received a negotiation mandate but that it is confidential until a
final decision has been made. When a final decision is made, the stances
adopted by the different parties to the negotiation mandate are made
public.22

Meetings of the European Affairs Committee until 1999 took place
behind closed doors. Shorthand minutes have been taken since 1984, but
they go only to the Chairman and one representative of each party repre-
sented. The lack of openness of the meetings of the Europe Committee has
been regularly criticised, especially by the Socialist People’s Party.
Another type of criticism has come from the other side of the political
spectrum, with the Progress Party saying that the Committee is the only
parliamentary control on hundreds of changes in Danish law, which
cannot even be changed later by the Folketing.

The Danish system has not answered the question whether EU policy is
foreign or domestic policy. A particular issue that rises from this tension
is the question of which role the specialised standing committees (fagud-
valg) of the Folketing should play. These committees will usually have
more technical expertise that the more ‘generalist’ European Affairs
Committee. A first response to this problem was sharing of information.
A practice was started whereby the agenda of the European Affairs
Committee was sent to the chairpersons on the other standing commit-
tees. In the case of the Environment and Regional Planning Committee a
practice of systematically asking for an opinion on proposals for environ-
mental legislation developed in the 1980s during the years of a ‘green’
majority of Social Democrats, Social Liberals and People’s Socialists
under the Conservative-Liberal government of Poul Schlüter.23

In March 1993 it was also decided to draw in these specialised commit-
tees to a greater extent.24 A report from the European Affairs Committee
of 20 May 1994 continued this trend and sought further association of
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specialised committees in the process of considering EU legislative
matters.25 A system of parallel information was put in place for new
Commission proposals affecting the level of protection in Denmark in the
areas of health, environment, labour market and consumer policy.
According to the 1994 arrangement, elementary notes were sent concur-
rently to the European Affairs Committee and to one or several relevant
specialised committees as soon as possible after the Commission had put
forward a new proposal. Similarly information from the Foreign Ministry
later in the process, including the topical notes usually sent at least a week
before the meeting of the European Affairs Committee prior to the decid-
ing Council meeting, would be forwarded to relevant specialised
committees.

This system was evaluated two years later and some further changes
were introduced by a report from the European Affairs Committee of 27
September 1996.26 The 1996 arrangement decided between the govern-
ment and the European Affairs Committee extended the parallel
information system to all new proposals for directives. Basic notes (grund-
notater) are prepared for all new directives as well as Green and White
Papers. Basic notes should be ready at least ten weeks after the
Commission proposal reaches the Council. A topical note (samlenotat) is
still due a week before the meeting of the European Affairs Committee,
giving the minister a mandate. Basic notes and topical notes are all
factual. They do not reveal the government’s stand, which is revealed only
orally at the meeting giving the government a mandate.

The general public now has access to 95 per cent of the notes received
by the European Affairs Committee. The European Affairs Committee
also decided to introduce public hearings in 1996. Hearings and subse-
quent readings can be conducted in co-operation with the specialised
committee in question.27 Concerning implementation, the 1996 report
mentioned the problem that most implementation in Denmark takes
place through administrative decrees (bekendtgørelser), i.e. not legisla-
tion. This is possible because basic legislation empowers the government
to do so. The European Affairs Committee has been kept informed
about implementation through short notes. There was now also a need
to send these notes to the specialised committees, and the government
agreed to do this. 

The main purpose of the 1996 reform thus was to get information as
early as possible and get it to the specialised committees. It was not a
radical reform. Indeed the report had minority views which indicated
some problems that still exist. The Socialist People’s Party suggested that
all Commission proposals should immediately be dealt with by relevant
specialised committees. The Unity List and the Danish People’s Party went
further and suggested that the Folketing should have a full public first
reading of EU legislative acts in the Chamber. Specialised committees
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should be drawn in formally and the meetings of the European Affairs
Committee should be open. 

The Unity List also criticised the arrangement concerning implementa-
tion whereby the specialised committees are informed only after
implementation has taken place. For directives where the government had
required a negotiation mandate from the European Affairs Committee, it
should be possible for a political party to demand that implementation be
dealt with by Parliament. Of 127 directives during the period 1994–95,
only twenty-seven resulted in laws adopted by the parliament. No less
than 141 administrative acts were issued to implement these directives.

Two other changes have taken place more recently. One concerns
World Trade Organisation (WTO) matters and other Schengen matters.
According to a report of 14 March 1997, the government will provide the
European Affairs Committee with half-yearly reports on developments
inside the WTO, especially developments that affect the level of protection
in Denmark on health, environment, labour market and consumer policy.
The government will also provide continuous information about the
WTO’s work when important decisions of a political character are
prepared. The European Affairs Committee will be informed if the
Commission needs a negotiation mandate for WTO negotiations. The
same procedures as for normal EU cases will be followed.28 Denmark’s
decision to accede to the Schengen Convention was confirmed by the
Folketing on 10 June 1997. On 27 November 1997 the Minister of Justice
suggested a procedure for informing the European Affairs Committee and
Legal Affairs Committee prior to meetings in the Schengen Executive
Committee. The procedure agreed with the Parliament includes first of all
a commitment to send a note concerning the points that are expected to
be dealt with, as far as possible a week before the meeting of the European
Affairs Committee which takes place the week before the meeting in the
Schengen Executive Committee. At the meetings in the Legal Affairs
Committee (usually Thursday) and European Affairs Committee (usually
Friday) the Minister of Interior and/or Justice will make oral accounts of
the essential cases according to the same procedures as for EU matters.
After the meeting in the Executive Committee the government will send a
written account of the meeting to the two committees.29 This procedure
for Schengen matters is comparable to the procedure already adopted for
pillar three JHA co-operation after the entry into force of the Maastricht
Treaty. Prior to Denmark’s accession to Schengen being fully ratified by
the other parties to the Convention, however, the government was not
seeking a negotiation mandate, since Denmark was only an observer.

Before getting to the Parliament JHA cases have gone through the
Preparatory Committee concerning Legal and Police Co-operation of
civil servants (Forberedelsesudvalget vedr. Rets- og politisamarbejde),
the Foreign and Security Committee of civil servants (Udenrigs- og
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Sikkerhedpolitisk Udvalg) and the government’s Foreign Policy
Committee (II) (Udenrigspolitisk Udvalg). 30

The role of the administration
Relevant ministries are represented in the Special Committees where most
of the preparation of legislation takes place. The number of Special
Committees has increased over time. It started with eighteen in 1972; by
1977 there were twenty-five and by 1982 twenty-seven,31 and in 1994
there were thirty.32 As mentioned earlier, there are currently thirty-one.
Obviously this increasing number of Special Committees testifies to the
increasing functional scope of European integration. This increase in
scope has been part of the process since Denmark joined in 1973. New
issues, such as environment, energy and research, gradually became part
of the agenda, sometimes through the use of Article 235 of the Treaty of
Rome. The SEA and the 1992 Internal Market programme boosted the
process. This is particularly the case for the latter, with its vast legislative
programme and ‘the new method’ of establishing European standards
involving private standards organisations such as CEN, CENELEC and
ETSI. This has affected the Danish system and led to an increased involve-
ment of private interests. This has blurred the distinction between the
state and society especially at the level of the Special Committees, where
private organisations are heard or take part in meetings (Table 4.2). 

Table 4.2 Ranking of Ministry involvement in Special Committees 

No. of No. of
permanent permanent

Ministry memberships Ministry memberships

Foreign Affairs 31 Labour 10
Finance 22 Research and Information

Technology 9
Business and Industry 12 Health 8
Justice 17 Prime Minister Office 7
Economy 16 Housing and Urban 6
Food, Agriculture and Affairs

Fisheries 16 Social Affairs 6
Taxation 13 Education 5
Transport 11 Culture 4
Environment and Energy 10 Interior 4

Source: Computed from ‘Specialudvalg under EF-Udvalg (prior. 1 January 1999)’, kindly
provided by the Foreign Ministry.

The officials of the Special Committees also take part in Commission
expert committees while Commission proposals are being prepared. Once
the proposals arrive in the Specialised Committees they are usually
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already known and will be considered by partly the same officials. This
has meant a blurring of the distinction between the Danish state and the
EU system as such. 

The Special Committees play a central role in establishing the Danish
positions. Only when there is disagreement in a Special Committee will
the higher-level EC EU Committee and the government’s Foreign Policy
Committee become actively involved.33 The Special Committees have
developed into real negotiating bodies where private and public interests
are normatively merged.34 For instance, the Danish Employer’s
Association (Dansk Arbejdsgiverforening) and the Danish Confederation
of Trade Unions (Landsorganisationen i Danmark) are both currently
represented, or at least normally invited to meetings of Special
Committees dealing with Labour Market and Social Conditions,
Establishment of Services, Transport Questions, Industry and Regional
Political Co-operation, Education, Technical Trade Barriers for Industrial
Goods and Information Technology and Telecommunication.35

The EC Committee, on the other hand, never became a very important
committee. Real disagreements can be solved only at the government
level. So the EC Committee has become a formal link that expedites cases
and distributes information; over time, its influence has probably
decreased. One suggestion is that the participants in the co-ordination
system have developed a kind of ‘EC culture’ that includes a good sense
of what can be achieved in Brussels.36 The EC Committee never became
the high-ranking committee that it was intended to be.37

Højbjerg and Marcher (1995) have suggested that the Danish co-ordina-
tion system has gone through three phases: formal institutionalisation
(1970–73); a period where more sectors became involved (1974–85); and a
period where it became more independent or autonomous (1986–95). This
raises the question of whether the post-Maastricht period will become a
fourth phase. Based partly on work by Grønnegaard and Christensen,38

they suggest that the specialised ministries (ressortministerier) and the
Special Committees will gain increased importance and that the role of
the Foreign Ministry will decrease. The knowledge required to establish the
Danish negotiation positions exists at the lower sectoral level in the co-
ordination system. However, overall co-ordination through the Foreign
Ministry, the government’s Foreign Policy Committee and the Parliament’s
European Affairs Committee will continue to be necessary to ensure coher-
ent positions and to enhance influence in Brussels.

The role of regions
Denmark is divided into fourteen counties (amter) and 275 municipalities
(kommuner). These lower levels of government are not major actors in the
policy-making process, but they implement and administer much of the
ensuing legislation. They are especially responsible for health, social
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policy and environmental policy. Since some of these areas have been
further developed as EU policies since the Maastricht Treaty entered into
force, they are, of course, affected. Municipalities and counties have
established their own associations and they lobby both the government in
Copenhagen and the Commission in Brussels. Indeed, the largest cities
have their own lobbyists in Brussels.39

In 1994 the Association of Local Authorities (Kommunernes
Landsforening) took part in three Special Committees, namely those
concerning Labour Market and Social Conditions, Environment, and
Health, and it was usually invited to the Special Committee on Education.
The Association of County Councils (Amtsrådsforeningen) was an ad hoc
member of the Special Committee for Labour Market and Social
Conditions, a member of the special committees on Transport and
Environment and was usually invited to the Special Committee on
Education. There was also a joint communal EC/EU Secretariat (Det
Fælleskommunale EF-Sekretariat) which was an ad hoc member of the
Special Committee on Industrial and Regional Political Co-Operation.40

This secretariat, however, was dissolved in 1994.41 At the beginning of
1999 the Association of Local Authorities took part in meetings of the
following Special Committees: Food and Agriculture, Labour Market and
Social Conditions, Establishment of Services (as ad hoc member),
Transport Questions (normally invited), Industrial and Regional Political
Co-Operation, Research, Education (normally invited), IT and
Telecommunications. The Association of County Councils also took part
in most of these, plus the Special Committee on Health.42

The establishment of the EU CoR has also given a more formal avenue
of influence for these lower regional Danish levels. Denmark has nine
representatives in the CoR. Four are nominated by the Association of
Local Authorities, four by the Association of County Councils and one by
the Copenhagen and Frederiksberg municipalities.43 Among the issues
traditionally dealt with by municipalities the following are directly
affected by EC legislation: environment, public procurement, social and
labour market policy, and regional policy. The following areas are said to
be under indirect influence: education, trans-European networks (trans-
port, telecommunications and energy), culture, and information
technology.44

In conclusion, the sub-national level is increasingly involved in EU
policy-making in Denmark at the level of Special Committees and through
representation in the CoR. Yet they have not become major players. In the
spring of 1988 the Association of County Councils produced a proposal
for debate.45 The paper suggested participation by Association experts
already in relevant Commission expert groups. The Danish Special
Committees were said to be dominated by business interests and hearings
usually took place late in the process, thus limiting the possibility of
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influence. A closer direct co-operation with the government was also
suggested; however, the paper is said to have been met by total silence.46

Conflicts between EC law and national law
Whereas the Parliament is supreme in Danish politics, the Danish courts
have tried to stay away from politics. When the Danish Supreme Court
decided to look into a complaint about the Maastricht Treaty it was there-
fore a surprise for many. The Court delivered its judgement on 6 April
1998, dismissing the case. Neither the additional powers that have been
delegated to the Council in pursuance of Article 308 (ex Article 235) ECT,
nor the law-making activities of the ECJ can be regarded as incompatible
with the demand for specification in Section 20(1) of the Danish
Constitution.47 The Danish Constitution allows the transfer of powers to
international organisations ‘to such an extent as shall be provided by
statute’. The appellants had pleaded that this condition had not been met.
The Court went far in deferring to politics – it must be considered to be
assumed in the Constitution that no transfer of powers can take place to
such an extent that Denmark can no longer be considered an independent
state. The determination of the limits to this must rely almost exclusively
on considerations of a political nature.48

Afterwards the prime minister stated that he was ‘satisfied that the
matter [had] been closed with a clear and unanimous decision’.49 In terms
of implementing EU directives Denmark is doing quite well. Of 1,378
directives applicable at the end of 1997 Denmark had implemented 1,337,
i.e. 97 per cent. Only Sweden had a slightly better record, and the EU
average at the time was approximately 94 per cent. Denmark had imple-
mented 100 per cent of the directives dealing with customs,
pharmaceutical products, cosmetics, textiles, rights of residence, recogni-
tion of qualifications, financial services, company law, intellectual and
industrial property, public procurement, direct taxation, indirect taxa-
tion, consumer protection and product safety, competition, and
environment. Denmark’s lowest score was for telecommunications, with
nine out of fifteen directives implemented, i.e., 60 per cent, despite the EU
average being only 70 per cent. The date for the creation of a liberalised
and harmonised European telecommunications market, indeed, was 1
January 1998.50

If we look at infringement cases between 1993 to 1997, Denmark also
does well. Although there were a number of Article 226 (ex Article 169)
letters sent to Denmark, most cases were solved quickly. Only few
reasoned opinions followed, and there were no referrals to the ECJ (see
Table 4.3). Only Sweden and Finland came through the same period
without referrals to the ECJ. 
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Table 4.3 Danish infringements, 1993–97

Article 226 letters Reasoned opinions Referrals to Court

1993 66 3 0

1994 57 14 0

1995 42 1 0

1996 22 0 0

1997 63 1 0

Total 250 19 0

Source: ‘Fifteenth Annual Report on Monitoring the Application of Community Law –
1997’, COM (1998) 317 Final, OJEC, C 250, 10 August 1998.

Overall trends: the impact of the Maastricht Treaty
The most direct effect of the Maastricht Treaty was an increased empha-
sis on policies that could make the whole integration process more
legitimate in Denmark. Thus there was more emphasis on environment,
consumer protection, social policy, employment, and openness (‘near-
ness’). Institutionally the two new pillars required some adaptations,
involving also the Foreign Affairs and Legal Affairs Committees of the
Parliament, respectively, in CFSP and JHA matters. Similarly, there has
been an effort to involve the functional specialised committees in the
parliament earlier and to a greater extent in first pillar legislation. The
government and the political parties all talk about making decision-
making more open and democratic, but in practice this has turned out
not to be so easy so long as there is a concept of ‘national interests’ to be
defended in Brussels. The ‘diplomatic’ approach to intergovernmental
negotiations calls for some secrecy.

However, many day-to-day decisions are made at the level of Special
Committees that involve representatives from interest organisations, thus
blurring the distinction between the state and the civil society. At the same
time the experts in the Special Committees are also involved in the
Commission expert committees when proposals are prepared and in
working groups under the Council when the final decisions are prepared.
This has blurred the division between the Danish and EU institutions. A
multi-tiered system that crosses national borders has emerged. Danish
officials have become enmeshed in wider transnational networks. One
should expect some learning and actor socialisation in these networks.
Yet the government’s political prerogatives remain strong. Table 4.2
(p. 104) gives a more detailed account of the institutions involved, but it
does not include everything: it basically covers pillar one cases, and it also
leaves out the EP on the EU side.
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Perspectives for the future
We should expect the tension between central co-ordination and input of
expertise at the more decentralised level to continue in the future.
Perceptions of legislative failure should lead to more involvement of the
Special Committees on the administrative side and specialised standing
committees in the Parliament. Furthermore, the question of legitimacy in
the integration process will remain central for Danish politicians. More
openness will be sought in the EP. To the extent that the ‘democratic
deficit’ cannot be resolved at the Danish level, perceptions of the role of
the EP may change and become more positive. Indeed, on these points, we
recently have seen further efforts and changes.

In November 1998 the European Affairs Committee put forward a
draft report concerning greater openness in Danish EU decision-making.51

The main proposals were to increase further the involvement of the
specialised committees (fagudvalg) of the Folketing at an early stage, to
open some meetings of the European Affairs Committee to the public, and
to invite Danish MEPs to some meetings of the Committee. According to
press reports, the prime minister decided after the Supreme Court case
about the Maastricht Treaty to make decision-making more democratic.
Some EU legislation concerning food additives, where the otherwise envi-
ronmental and consumer-friendly EP did not ask for high levels of
protection, had also inspired the proposals. Getting the Parliament’s
expertise involved early and creating a stronger link to the EP was seen as
a way to improve EU legislation. Further, it was argued that a public
debate on important proposals should take place. The government would
be asked to present such proposals to open meetings of the European
Affairs Committee soon after they were made by the Commission.52

The Amsterdam Treaty also influenced thinking in Copenhagen with
respect to the role of the Danish MEPs. The increased use of the co-deci-
sion procedure implies that the role of the EP will increase. The
government therefore began regular meetings with the Danish MEPs in
the summer of 1998. The proposal from the European Affairs Committee
gave MEPs access to open meetings of the committee in the future with a
right to speak; these open meetings, however, would not take decisions.
Decisions, including mandates for negotiations to the government, would
still be taken in closed meetings.

According to the proposal, the basic notes regarding Commission
proposals should be ready two months (rather than ten weeks) after the
Commission proposal is received.

On 19 February the European Affairs Committee issued its report on
greater openness in the Danish EU decision-making process;53 the govern-
ment had agreed to the parts that affected its involvement. The general
lines of the draft proposal from November 1998 were confirmed; since
1 March 1999, when the report entered into force, it has become possible
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to have open meetings in the European Affairs Committee including the
presence of Danish MEPs. MEPs can also send proposals to the other
standing committees of the Folketing, and efforts to involve these
specialised parliamentary committees early in the process have been rein-
forced. Basic notes from the government must be sent to the EP at the
latest two months after the proposal from the Commission has been
received by the Council. Therefore, in many ways the Amsterdam Treaty
has reinforced trends from the Maastricht Treaty – and, with some cogni-
tive lag, led to increased contacts with MEPs. The integration of the
Schengen acquis and the movement of some JHA matters to the first pillar
under the Amsterdam Treaty, where Denmark still has an exemption from
taking part in supranational co-operation, threatens to place pressure on
the Danish system, but no institutional adaptation has yet taken place.

The impact of EMU and accession of new Member States
EMU has been widely discussed in Denmark in connection with the start
of the third phase and the introduction of the Euro. It seems that public
opinion is becoming more favourable towards Danish participation. The
political debate has mainly been about the timing of the referendum. The
government seems to regret the marginalised position it is in with respect
to the ECB and the making of European monetary policy, but the debate
does not seem to have indicated any implications for Danish institutions
at present.

Enlargement has also been discussed in Denmark, in particular the
accession of the Baltic states, where the government has tried hard to get
Latvia and Lithuania into the group of front runners together with
Estonia. Three of the existing Special Committees deal with Central and
Eastern European Countries – committees on Enlargement, Co-
Ordination Concerning Nuclear Safety in Central and Eastern Europe,
and the Ad Hoc Special Committee concerning the White Paper on the
Participation of Central and Eastern European Countries in the Internal
Market.

Conclusion: struggling with the not-so-permissive consensus

Denmark has established a complex policy co-ordination system that
usually allows it to speak with one voice in Brussels. It has also established
a system with more democratic political control than exists in most other
EU countries. Seen in connection with the continued scepticism among the
Danish electorate about further integration, this has occasionally made
Denmark a difficult partner. The other side of the story, however, is that
Denmark has been good at implementing EU legislation. The early
involvement of the interest organisations and administrative agencies that
will implement legislation has made this part of the process a success
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story. Where the Danish system still fails, it can be argued, is its lack of
success in communicating the rationale of the continued process of inte-
gration in Europe to its citizens in a convincing way. Trying to give the
EU a more ‘progressive’ face has become part of the government’s strat-
egy to create more legitimacy for the process. Yet the government has not
yet dared to make a direct attack on the Danish exemptions from the
Maastricht Treaty. These increasingly shackle the government. It can thus
be concluded that the Danish political leadership is still struggling with a
not-so-permissive consensus among the Danish public when it comes to
European integration.54 Or, put differently, the quest for legitimacy
remains somewhat illusory.55
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